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Abstract 
There has been active work to extend the Prolog style Horn clause logic programming to non- 
Horn clauses. In this paper, we analyze and compare several such extensions using an analytical 
approach. All the extensions discussed behave exactly like Prolog when only Horn clauses are 
involved. The purpose is to understand the computational complexity of these inference systems 
when non-Horn clauses are present. The analyses do not necessarily prove that any one system is 
better than the others all the time. But they do suggest when one system may be better than the 
others for some particular kind of problems. They also help to discover some interesting properties 
of some extensions and suggest a possible syntactic transformation on problems to improve the 
performance of some extensions. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
AI systems require programming languages that are expressive, efficient and possess 
clear semantics. The logic programming language Prolog [3] based on Horn clause 
logic [7,10] has become a popular candidate for such a language. Though Horn clause 
logic is quite expressive and of universal computing power, it cannot handle negation 
in a satisfactory way. Thus it is natural to consider extensions of Prolog style Horn 
clause logic programming to non-Horn clauses. Some examples of such extensions are 
[ 2,8,11,12,18-201. Several extensions have been efficiently implemented using Prolog 
technology [ 8,241. 
In this paper, we analyze several extensions of Prolog to full first order logic, that 
is, non-Horn clauses. These systems are simplified problem reduction format [ 181, 
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modified problem reduction format [ 191, near-Horn Prolog [ 121, model elimination 
[ 111 and a positive refinement of model elimination [20]. All these extensions use 
Prolog style back chaining and can be easily (at least conceptually) implemented using 
depth-first search or its complete variant-depth-first iterative deepening search [ 61. All 
these extensions behave the same as Prolog when only Horn clauses are used. They 
differ mainly in their device for handling non-Horn clauses. The study is motivated by 
the need to understand the computational complexity of these systems, particularly when 
a common search strategy (depth-first search) is used. 
The analyses do not necessarily prove that any one system is better than the others 
all the time. But they do suggest when one system may be better than the others 
for some particular kind of problems. They also help to discover some interesting 
properties of some extension and to answer some particular questions. For example, 
all the extensions we discuss behave exactly like Prolog when the clause sets contain 
only Horn clauses. The question one naturally asks is how well they handle non-Horn 
clauses. In addition, they can suggest a possible syntactic transformation on problems 
to improve the performance of some extensions. 
Comparative study on some of the above-mentioned extensions has been performed 
[22,23], with emphasis on the proof structures and problem representations of these 
systems. In general, comparative studies on similar systems could be characterized as 
either structural or complexity bused. Structural studies are mainly concerned with the 
structures of the proofs and how the proof systems construct and manipulate proofs. 
Complexity-based studies, on the other hand, are mainly concerned with the efficiency 
and computational complexity of the systems. Most of the complexity-based studies 
are empirical in the sense that they compare the efficiency of the systems based on 
particular implementations, where efficiency is often measured by running time and/or 
memory usage. In this paper, we take an analytical approach to study the efficiency 
and computational complexity of the proof systems. We model the search space as 
an and-or tree with fixed or-branching factor and and-branching factor. We use the 
depth-first search procedure [6], which contributes significantly to the efficiency of 
Prolog. 
2. Preliminaries 
We define the terms term, atom, literal, clauses, Horn clauses, and non-Horn clauses 
in the usual way. We will use a reserved literal false to represent absurdity. A Horn-like 
clause is an expression L : - LI , L2, , . . , L,, which represents a clause L V ELI V 7L2 V 
. . . V TL,,, where L is the head literal and the Li (i = 1,. . , , n) constitute the clause 
body. A clause C, is converted into a Horn-like clause H, by choosing false or one of 
the literals in Cr as the head literal of H, and negating all other literals in Cl and putting 
them in the clause body of H,. A clause Cl containing n literals can have n+ 1 Horn-like 
clauses, which are called contrapositives of each other. A positive Horn-like clause is a 
Horn-like clause whose head is a positive literal or false. A negative Horn-like clause is 
a Horn-like clause whose head is a negative literal. A goal clause is a positive Horn-like 
clause whose head is false. 
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Definition 2.1. A sequent is a formula of the form f 4 Lc where r, called the 
assumption, is a set of literals and La is a literal. Logically, a sequent r -+ La is 
interpreted as r > LO. We will abbreviate 8 --f LO to -LO. We use the term goal or 
subgoal to refer to the sequents encountered during the proof process. A goal or subgoal 
is positive (negative) if it refers to a sequent r -+ L where L is positive (negative). 
The term top-level goal refers to the sequents of the form I’ --) false. A proof system 
is a sequent style proof system if all the inference rules of the proof system are of the 
form 
rl--‘L,,r2-+L2 )...) r,-+L, 
which specifies that one can infer r -+ LO if all Ti --+ Li (i = 1,2,. . . , n) have been 
proven. G--f Li (i= 1,2,... , n) can be regarded as subgoals of r --) &. 
For example, the inference system of Prolog, which is complete for Horn clauses 
[ 7, lo], can be represented as a sequent style proof system where, for each Horn clause 
Lo :- L,, L2,. . .) L,, there is an inference rule 
-+L,,-+L2 )...) ‘L, 
+Lo 
Definition 2.2. The non-Homfictor of a clause C is 0 if it is a Horn clause; otherwise 
it is the number of positive literals in C minus 1. The non-Horn factor of a clause set 
S is the sum of the non-Horn factors of all the clauses in S. 
In the rest of the paper, given a clause set S, we use K to denote the number of 
clauses in S, L to denote the length of the longest clause in S, and N to denote the 
non-Horn factor of S. We use the ratio Y = N/K to measure the “non-Hornness” of a 
clause set. Intuitively, r denotes the average number of negative literals in a Horn-like 
clause; a bigger value of r indicates a greater degree of non-Hornness of a set of clauses. 
We also assume that L 2 2 + N/K = 2 + r. This roughly corresponds to the restriction 
on a clause set S that it contain a non-Horn clause or there be a clause in S that contains 
at least three literals. The search space otherwise is much simpler [ 1,4]. 
3. Our approach 
To analyze the search space, we follow the approach in 1261. We assume that depth- 
first search is used. The search space can be roughly thought as an and-or tree with 
uniform and-branching factor and or-branching factor. The and-branching factor is de- 
termined by the length of the clauses and the or-branching factor by the number of 
Horn-like clauses required by the inference systems. We define proof length to be the 
level of recursive subgoal generation when a proof is found. We measure the search 
space by the number of unification attempts between literals. We use the phrase search 
at the ith level to refer to the situation when the level of subgoal generation is i. 
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Fig. I. The search space for Prolog 
Consider the proof system for Prolog as an example to illustrate our approach. Given 
a set of Horn clauses S, we have N = 0 and r = 0 since there are only Horn clauses. We 
only need K positive Horn-like clauses, one from each clause in S. The and-branching 
factor is assumed to be L - 1 and the or-branching factor K. We use M(i) to denote 
the size of the search space at the ith level and use Prolog(D) to denote the size of 
search space when the proof length is D. We have 
M(0) = K, 
M(i) = M(i - 1) x K x (L - 1). 
Note that we are counting the number of unification attempts between literals. At level 
0, K unification attempts need to be made between the literal false in the top-level goal 
-+fulse and the head literal of each Horn-like clause. At the ith level, each goal at the 
(i - 1)th has L - 1 subgoals, each of which results in K unification attempts with the 
heads of all the Horn-like clauses. Fig. 1 illustrates the first two levels of the search 
space, where the circles represent unification attempts. From the two recursive equations 
for M(i) above, we have 
M(i) = K x (K x (L- 1))’ (i=O,1,2 ,... ), 
Prolog(D) = 5 M(i) 
i=O 
=O(K x (K x (L- l))D+‘). 
Some general comments about our approach are in order at this moment. As we have 
indicated before, we measure the search space by the number of unification attempts 
between literals. We will only be performing the worst-case analysis. In the analysis, 
we will ignore the effects of using heuristic information in depth-first search, such as 
cutting off the search earlier, since most of the known heuristics are applicable to all 
inference systems under consideration. We will also ignore the effects of some com- 
mon implementation techniques for the same reason. For example, a simple indexing 
scheme that uses the predicate symbols of the literals to eliminate unification attempts 
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can be used in implementing all inference systems. We do however consider the signs 
of the literals in our analysis, since we are dealing with non-Horn clauses and the 
distinction between positive literals and negative literals is important. Several infer- 
ence systems [ 12,18,19] use case analyses, or splitting, to handle non-Horn clauses. 
To simplify our analysis of these systems, we will assume that the case analyses are 
only performed at the top-level (see the discussions on individual inference system 
below). In actual implementation of these systems, more efficient and localized case 
analyses are performed. Many refinements exist for different inference systems con- 
sidered in this paper. Examples of such refinements include caching for the modified 
problem reduction format [ 191, equal ancestor pruning for model elimination [ 111 and 
its positive refinement [ 201, a pruning rule for near-Horn Prolog [ 121 to prune un- 
necessary case analysis, and subgoal reordering [ 171. Although these refinements are 
important for the efficiency of each individual inference system, we will omit them 
to simplify our analysis, with the effect that our results could be overly conserva- 
tive. 
4. Proof procedures and their complexities 
In this section, we will present several inference systems, which extend Prolog style 
Horn clause logic programming to non-Horn clauses, and analyze each of them. All 
the inference systems will be presented in sequent style, with one exception of the 
modified problem reduction format [ 191 where a subgoal transformer + is used. The 
presentations of the inference systems are mostly due to Plaisted [ 18-201. 
4.1. Modijed problem reduction format 
The modified problem reduction format (henceforth MPRF) [ 191 uses case analyses 
to handle non-Horn clauses. For each clause Cl, MPRF only needs one positive Horn- 
like clause of Cl. Given a set S of K clauses, we will have K positive Horn-like clauses, 
one for each clause in S. For each Horn-like clause Lo :- Lr , L2, . . . , L,,, MPRF has a 
corresponding clause rule 
[TO--fLl =+ r1 --ll,[Tl + L2 * l-2 -+L2],..,,[rn_j 4 L, =+ r, + L,] 
ro -+ Lo =s r, + Lo 
We will also have the assumption axioms 
r+Lo+r+Lo if Lo E r (LO is a literal), 
r+7Lo+r,7hi7Lo (Lo is a positive literal), 
and the case analysis rule 
[ro+Lo+rl,lA ---f Lll, [rl,A --) Lo =b- rl,A --f Lo] 
r. --) ~~ + rl + ~~ 
l lw 6 IhI. 
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If a clause set contains only Horn clauses, the clause rules degenerate into the infer- 
ence rules for Prolog and MPRF will behave exactly like Prolog. The subgoal transformer 
rr --+ L + r:! + L is simplified to -+L =++ L, which is further simplified to +L. If 
a clause set contains non-Horn clauses, the assumptions axioms and the case analysis 
rule will be needed and case analyses will be performed. The idea is as follows: for 
each negative literal ~Lo in the clause body of a Horn-like clause, we first assume that 
~Lo is true and obtain the proof under this assumption; then we assume that LO is true 
and obtain the proof under this assumption. The subgoal transformer =S is introduced 
to record and propagate the assumptions made during the proof process. Note that if we 
need M such negative literals to complete the proof, we need to consider 2M possibilities 
in the worst case. 
Given a set S of clauses, let’s analyze the complexity of MPRP. We assume that 
the case analysis rule is only applied at the top level. That is, the case analysis rule is 
only applied to solve goals of the form r + false. While preserving the completeness 
of MPRF, this assumption will greatly simplify our analysis. In actual implementation, 
case analyses can be performed for any goal. Since the number of the negative literals 
in the input is N, we can assume that, on the average, each Horn-like clause has N/K 
negative literals and (L - 1) - N/K positive literals. ’ 
The only way to solve a negative subgoal r + L is to use the first assumption axiom, 
that is, one of the literals in r unifies with L. On the other hand, we can use both the 
assumptions and the clause rules to solve positive subgoals. Let P(i) be the size of the 
search space due to positive subgoals at the ith level, N(i) be the size of the search 
space due to negative subgoals at the ith level. We have 
P(0) = K, 
N(0) = 0, 
P(i+l)=P(i)xKx (L-l-;), 
N(i+l)=P(i)xKx;=P(i)xN, 
Letmc=Kx(L-l-N/K),itiseasytoseethat 
P(i) = K x mci (i=O,1,2 ,... ), 
N(i) = 
KxN 
- x mc’ (i= 1,2,...). 
me 
Let’s use 4(S) to denote the number of negative literals required to complete a proof. 
The assumption lists are of length C@(S) and there are 2 b(s) different assumption lists, 
When the proof length is D, the complexity of MPRF (MPRF( D) ) is 
’ This assumption simplifies our analysis on one hand and still preserves the soundness of our analysis on 
the other hand, since we are only interested in the total number of positive and negative subgoals at a given 
level, which would be the same regardless of the distribution among clauses. 
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MPRF(D) = 29(s) x 2 ((P(i) + N(i)) + (b(S) x (P(i) + N(i))) 
i=Cl 
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<24’s’ x (l++(S)) x K+ ( &K) X @ci. 
Note that since L 2 2 + N/K, (K x N)/(mc) 6 N, we have 
MPRF(D) = 0 2”“’ x(1++(S)) x(K+N) x (Kx (L-l-;))D+‘). 
4.2. Near-Horn Prolog 
Near-Horn Prolog [ 12,131 (henceforth NHP) uses a different kind of case analysis to 
handle non-Horn clauses. NHP uses multi-head clauses to represent non-Horn clauses. 
For example, P; Q :- R represents P V Q V TR. This can be regarded as limited use of 
contrapositives where only positive Horn-like clauses are used [ 231. All-negative clauses 
are represented in the same way as in MPRF. For each Horn clause LO : - L1, L2, , L,, , 
we have the rule 
[r+Ll],[T-+L2] ,...) [T-tL,]T+LrJ. 
For each non-Horn clause HI ; . . . ; Hk : - LI , L2, . . . , L,, represented as a multi-head 
clause, we have the case analysis rule 
[T--t Lll,..., Ir-+L,l,[L’,Hi -Ul,...,lr,&-+Ul 
r-+u 
And we also have the assumption axiom 
If a clause set contains only Horn clauses, NHP behaves exactly like Prolog. If the clause 
set contains non-Horn clauses, NHP recursively breaks the clause set into several clause 
sets which have fewer non-Horn clauses than the original set by using the case analysis 
rule. This is valid since for a set of clauses S = S’ U {HI; I . . ; Hk :- LI, L2, . . . , L,} is 
unsatisfiable if Si = S’ U {Hi :- L, , L2,. . . , L,} is unsatisfiable for some i ( 1 < i 6 k) 
and S’ U { H,j} are unsatisfiable for all j (i $ j, 1 f j < k) . 
Given a set S of clauses, let’s analyze the complexity of NHP We assume that the 
case analysis rule is only used at the top level. That is, the case analysis rule is only 
applied to solve goals of the form r -+ false. Again, this assumption preserves the 
completeness of NHP and simplifies our analysis. In actual implementation, a more 
efficient and localized case analysis can be performed. This assumption is also needed 
to make our comparison fair since the same assumption is made about MPRF. A variant 
of near-Horn Prolog, inheritance near-Horn Prolog [ 131, imposes the same restriction 
on the application of case analysis. Consequently, the analysis applies more directly 
to [ 131. The analysis in this section can also be applied to the simplified problem 
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reduction format [ 181, which has been shown to be structurally very similar to near- 
Horn Prolog [ 221. 
Let NH(i) denote the size of the search space at the ith level. Note that there will be 
only positive subgoals. We have 
NH(i)=(KSN) x(K+N)‘x (L-l-;)i (i=O,1,2,...). 
Let us use y(S) to denote the number of literals that are needed in the assumptions to 
complete a proof. There will be 2 Y(‘) different assumptions. When the proof length is 
D, the complexity of NHP (NHp( D) > is 
NHP( D) 
=27cs) x (I +y(s)) x CNH(~) 
k=O 
4.3. Model elimination 
In model elimination (henceforth ME) [ 11,241, we need all the contrapositives of 
a clause. However, we do not need the goal clauses of all the clauses. As a mat- 
ter of fact, given a set of clauses S, we only need the goal clause of a clause B 
which is among a minimal unsatisfiable subset of S. We call the clause B a support 
clause. For simplicity, we will use an all-negative clause as the support clause. For each 
Horn-like clause LO :- Lt , L2, . . . , L,,, we have the following rule for the extension 
operation: 
[T,lLl -+ Lll, [r,7L2 --f L21,. . . , [T,7L, --f L,] 
T&Lo 
We also have the reduction operation, which checks whether a subgoal is complementary 
to one of its ancestors. 
r + LQ if LO E r. 
Model elimination is essentially Prolog, with contrapositives of clauses used. Also, if a 
subgoal is complementary to one of its ancestors, the subgoal succeeds. 
Given a set of clauses S, let’s analyze the complexity of ME. Let MP(i) be the size 
of the search space due to positive subgoals at the ith level, MN(i) be the size of the 
search space due to negative subgoals at the ith level, and G(i) be the size of the search 
space at the ith level. Obviously we have 
G(i) = MP(i) +MN(i) (i = 0,1,2,. . .). 
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We assume that,2 on the average, the clause body of each positive Horn-like clause 
contains N/K negative literals and L - 1 - N/K positive literals; and the clause body 
of each negative Horn-like clause contains L - 2 - N/K positive literals and N/K + 1 
negative literals. There are N + K positive Horn-like clauses and K x L - K - N negative 
Horn-like clauses. We disregard the only goal clause. Ignoring the reduction operation 
for the moment, we can have 
M’(O) = K + N, 
MN(O) = 0, 
MP(i+l) =MP(i)x(K+N)x (L-l-;) 
+MN(i)x(LxK-K-N)x(L-L-s), 
MN(i+ 1) = MP(i) x (K + N) x i 
+MN(i)x(LxK-K-N) x 
By solving the recursive equations for MP( i) and MN(i) using the technique of gener- 
ating function [ 5, Chapter 71, we can show that 
G(i)<Fx(axmex(K+N))’ (i=O,1,2,...) 
where me = (L - 1 - N/K), F ( > 0) depends on K, L and N and 
a= 
(K+N) xme+JNx (K+N) xmex (me-l) 
(KfN) xme 
It is easily seen that LY is real from the assumption L > 2 + N/K, which implies 
me - 1 3 0. It is also easily seen that 1 < (Y < 2. 
Now consider the reduction operation. When the search is at the ith level, each subgoal 
can match the complementary of any of the i subgoals in the subgoal stack. Thus, when 
the proof length is D, the size of the search space of model elimination, denoted by 
ME(D), is 
ME(D) =e(l+i) xC(i)=eG(i)+eixG(i) 
i=O i=o i=l 
< 5Fx (clxmex(K+N))‘+eFx (axmex (K+N))‘xi 
i=O i=O 
=0 Fx (l+D) ~a’+’ x ((K+N)x (L-i-$))D+‘). 
* See the previous footnote 
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4.4. A positive refinement of model elimination 
A positive refinement of model elimination (henceforth MEP) is proposed in [ 201. 
The idea is to perform the reduction operation only on negative subgoals. As before, we 
need all the contrapositives except the goal clauses and we only need the goal clause of 
one support clause. For a Horn-like clause Lc :- Lr , L2, . . . , L,,, we have the following 
rule for the extension operation: 
[rl --L11,[~2-‘L2l,...,[r,~L,l 
r + Lo 
where r.1 is r if L,i is positive and r, 7L.i otherwise. We also have the reduction 
operation, which checks whether a negative subgoal is complementary to one of its 
positive ancestors. 
r + Lc if Lo E r. 
The analysis for MEP proceeds exactly the same as that for ME, except when con- 
sidering the reduction operation. The reduction operation only needs to be performed 
for negative subgoals. Given a set S of clauses, let p(S) denote the number of negative 
literals in the assumptions required to complete a proof. When the proof length is D, 
the complexity of MEP (MEp( D) ) is 
D D 
MEP(D)=CMP(i)+C(l+p(S)) xMN(i) 
i=O i=O 
=0 F x (1 +p(S)) x aD+l X ((K+N) x (L-l-g))D+‘). 
5. Discussions 
Let’s collect below all the results we have obtained so far. 
Prolog(D) =0 (K x (K x (L - l))Dt’), (1) 
MPRF(D) = 0 2@(‘) x (1+&S)> x (K+N) 
(2) 
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NHP( D) = 0 2rcs) x (1+7(S)) x (K+ N) 
x((K+N)x (L-l-;))D+‘), 
ME(D) =0 Fx (l+D) xa’+l x ((K+N) x (L-l-;>)“” 
x((K+N)x(L-I-;))‘+‘). 
Horn clauses 
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(5) 
When a set of clauses S contains only Horn clauses, we have N = 0, 4(S) = y(S) = 
p(S) = 0, F = K and cy = 1. Consequently, MPRF( D) = NHP(D) = ME(D) = 
MEP( D) = Prolog( 0). That is, all the inference systems have the same complexity as 
Prolog. This is expected since all the inference systems behave exactly like Prolog when 
only Horn clauses are involved. 
Contrapositives 
When a set of clauses S contains non-Horn clauses, the complexities seem to depend 
heavily on two factors, both of which are closely related to the degree of how “non- 
Horn” S is. The first factor is the use of contrapositives. The second factor is how much 
case analysis is involved in constructing the proofs. To partially appreciate the effect 
of the presence of contrapositives in MPRF, NHP, ME! and MEP on their complexities, 
we can simply compare the term (K x (15 - 1 - N/K) )D+’ in (2) with the term 
((K+N)x(L-l-N/K))D+l in (3)) (4) and (5). The bigger N is, that is, the more 
“non-Horn” a clause set is, the bigger the increase in the complexity for NHP, ME and 
MEP will be. 
Case analysis 
We consider MPRF and NHP first and defer the discussion on ME and MEP. As 
can be seen from (2) and (3), the amount of case analysis is reflected by the terms 
2”(‘) x ( 1 + $J( S) ) and 27cs) x ( 1 + y( S) ) respectively. Currently, we cannot give good 
estimates for y(S) and &S) , since they seem to be closely related to the actual proofs 
constructed. For a set of ground clauses S, however, we can loosely bound 4(S) and 
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I 
L. 
- r(=+) 
--I 
2 
L-Z 
Fig. 2. The behavior of 7(r) 
transformed into a set of Horn clauses by renaming all predicate symbols in the clause 
set.Forexample,ifS={PVQVlR,~PVQVR,PV~QVR},wehaveK=L=N=3 
and Y = 1. By switching the signs of all literals in the clauses of S, we obtain a set of 
Horn clauses S’ = {,Pl V -Ql V RI, PI V -Qi V YR,, TP, V Ql V ‘RI}. S and S’ are 
logically equivalent under the constraints {Q = -Qt , R E 1R1, P s ‘PI}. 
We also note that r(r) is symmetrical. It is easy to verify that 
7((:-l)+d)=i((k-1)-d) if (i-l)*dt[O,L-21 
This signifies an important property of ME and MEP: they treat positive and negative 
literals in the same way as far as the application of extension operation is concerned. 
As can been seen from Fig. 2, which illustrates the general behavior of r(r), the 
performance of ME and MEP can be expected to degenerate as the clause sets become 
more and more non-Horn (that is, the value of r = N/K increases). The performance 
would be at its worst at the point when the numbers of positive subgoals and negative 
subgoals become roughly equal (r = L/2 - 1) and r(r) attains its maximal value L/2. 
Afterwards, the performance will be expected to improve, even though the clause sets 
continue to become more and more non-Horn (that is, the value of I keeps increasing). 
In other words, it does not necessarily improve the performance of ME and MEP to 
reduce the degree of non-Hornness of a set of clauses, as it does for MPRF and NHP 
Given a set of clauses S, suppose we reduce the degree of non-Hornness of S by 
predicate renaming to obtain a new set S’. Let r denote the value of N/K for S and r’ 
denote the corresponding value for S’. If Ir’ - L/2 - 11 = jr - L/2 - 11, the performance 
of ME and MEP on S and S’ should be the same. If lr’ - L/2 - 11 < (r - L/2 - 11, 
the performance on S’ should be better than on S. If Ir’ - L/2 - 11 > Ir - L/2 - 1 I, the 
performance on S should be better. This has been confirmed to a large extend by the 
result of our experiment using a modified version of PTTP [ 251, which implements both 
ME and MEP, on the same two sets of problems used in our experiment on MPRF, the 
original set and the renamed set. Please be reminded that the problems in the renamed 
set are obtained from the problems in the original set by predicate renaming to reduce 
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the non-Hornness of the original problem. For each problem P in the original set and its 
corresponding problem P’ in the renamed set, we can predict whether the performance 
of ME and MEP will improve or degenerate on P’ in comparison to P by computing 
and comparing their values of r = N/K, with 66% accuracy. 
Non-Horn clauses 
As we have indicated before, all the extensions discussed behave exactly like Prolog 
when only Horn clauses are involved. If a set of clauses S contains non-Horn clauses, 
the complexity depends heavily on how non-Horn S is. For MPRF and NHP, if S is 
near-Horn, that is, 4(S), y(S) and N are small, the increase in complexity would not 
be significant (2”(‘) x ( 1 + CJ~( S) > for MPRF and 27ts) x ( 1 +y( S) ) for NHP) . For ME 
and MEP, however, the increase in complexity can be significant (( 1 + D) x am+’ 
for ME and (1 + p(S)) x r(r) D+l for MEP). Note that although the value of r(r) 
may be small when the set of clauses is near-Horn, the increase can still be significant 
if the proof length is big. Thus we can hope that MPRF and NHP will degenerate 
more gracefully when the clause set becomes more and more non-Horn. This graceful 
degeneration in performance is expected of NHP since its design goal is to preserve 
the clarity and efficiency of Prolog while introducing minimal deviation from standard 
Prolog [ 121. ME and MEP may not be as efficient for handling near-Horn clauses. 
On the other hand, ME and MEP, specially ME, will be better when a clause set S is 
very non-Horn, that is, when S contains many non-Horn clauses and/or a large number 
of case analyses (large 4(S) or y(S)) is required of NHP or MPRF, due to their 
symmetrical treatment of positive and negative literals and the fact that Q < 2. 
Limitations 
It should be pointed out that one limitation of the complexity results presented is that 
they depend solely on the proof length. Variations in the length of the proofs constructed 
by different inference systems for the same problem can have significant effect on the 
complexity. Let us compare the performance of ME and MEP for a case in point. 
According to our analysis, MEP should always perform better than ME on the same 
problem since p(S) 6 D. But is it true in practice? Our experiment shows that the 
answer to the question depends heavily on how non-Horn a set of clauses is. For a set 
of clauses which is near-Horn, MEP tends to perform better than ME. This has been 
confirmed by our experiment using the modified version of PTIP [ 251 on the non-Horn 
problems mainly from [ 241, most of which contain only a few non-Horn clauses. In 
comparison with ME, MEP performs better (about 20% or more) or equally well on 
most of the problems (35 out of 38 problems) (see [ 151) , with respect to running time, 
in spite of the fact that MEP usually needs to search one or two levels deeper than ME 
to find a proof. On the other hand, this increase in proof length seems to have dramatic 
effect on the performance of MEP on problems that are very non-Horn. We have tested 
ME and MEP on the two sets of 3-SAT problems which have a considerable number of 
non-Horn clauses. The performance of MEP on these problems is about two order of 
magnitude worse than ME in term of running time. 
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All the proof systems that we have analyzed use case analysis to handle non-Horn 
clauses. An important simplifying assumption we have made is that case analyses are 
only performed at the top level. Because of this assumption, which by the way preserves 
the completeness of the systems analyzed, our analyses do not take into account some 
mechanisms and refinements which are important for the efficiency of some systems. 
For example, MPRF and NHP are specially designed to delay case analysis until it 
is found to be necessary, so that efficient localized case analyses are performed. It is 
an interesting research topic to expand our analysis to consider these mechanisms and 
refinements. 
6. Conclusions 
We have analyzed several inference systems which are extensions of Horn clause 
logic programming to non-Horn clauses. We have shown how the device for handling 
non-Horn clauses in these inference systems affect the computational complexity of 
these systems. Although the analysis does not prove that any one system is better 
than the others all the time, it does suggest that one system may be better than the 
others sometimes. In particular, a syntactic property of clause sets, their degree of 
non-Hornness, is identified. Its effect on the performance of the inferences systems is 
analytically studied and empirically confirmed. 
In our analysis, we have used the ratio r = N/K to measure the non-Hornness of a 
set of clauses. This ratio is a syntactic measure. In the case of depth-first search, this 
measure seems reasonable because we have to treat each occurrence of a negative goal 
in much the same way. The effectiveness of this measurement of non-Hornness has been 
demonstrated by our experiments. However, if breadth-first search is used instead, or if 
caching is exploited in depth-first search, it probably would not be a good measure for 
non-Hornness. 
In general, we think that the analytical approach illustrated in this paper is useful for 
understanding the properties and performance of proof systems [ 211. 
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